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Write access to the LHCOPN twiki

In order to be allowed to modify this Twiki you need to:

1. have a CERN User Account. If you don't have any affiliation with CERN, you can request an External Lightweight Account here: https://account.cern.ch/account/Externals/RegisterAccount.aspx
2. have a CERN Twiki account. Once you have a CERN account of any type, you can login in twiki. Check your twiki username on the top left corner (right under the CERN logo)
3. send your Twiki and CERN usernames to edoardo.martelli@cernNOSPAMPLEASE.ch , asking for write access to the LHCOPN twiki.

Note for the administrator: the Lightweight account has to be added to the egroup lhcopn-twiki@cern.ch. Nothing to be done with the twiki account.
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